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This handsome bag from Lo Scarabeo provides an attractive way to safely store and protect your

valuable decks. Â This bag is big enough to hold two standard size (2.6 x 4.7 inches) decks.
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Lo Scarabeo's Tarot decks have been acclaimed all over the world for originality and quality.

WithÂ the best Italian and international artists, each Lo Scarabeo deck is an exceptional artistic

value. Commited to developing innovative new decks while preserving the rich tradition of Tarot, Lo

Scarabeo continues to be a favorite among collectors and readers. Llewellyn is the exclusive

distributor of Lo Scarabeo products in North America.

I bought this bag because the box of one of my decks was too damaged and old, and I needed

something to protect the deck. The bag is very nice, with a lovely color. It is big enough for two

decks. In fact, I would have preferred it smaller, but hey, I can put two decks in the same place! The

only problem I had was the strong smell it had when it arrived. It was far away from being pleasant. I

was not very happy at all, but the strange odor vanished few days later.

It is a little bit more of an orchid color, but no worries. Still far from being pink so don't worry there.

Actually, look up the box for the pagan cat's tarot and it is that exact color.This is a big pouch. I



actually mistakenly got it for my mini pagan cats tarot..... and will be finding a new deck to put into it,

because this would simply drown that little deck, haha. It can EASILY fit a full-sized tarot deck

vertically.It is a little awkwardly shaped, significantly wider at the base which is odd since the deck

can fit just fine vertically.Either way, it is a good quality bag and would suit the purpose of replacing

a deck box well. I'll be using it for one of my decks whose box was destroyed in shipping...

The bag is nice and will fit a couple of decks of standard tarot and maybe a large size tarot or

adventure deck. Probably great for runes or other items too. The bag is embroidered nicely and the

triple goddess pattern borders the trigram. The only minor disappointment was the bag was not

"what you see is what you get" in terms of color, as it it more of a light merlot. Overall, I'm still happy

with my purchase and will find some use for the bag.

For the price, it's worth it. I love Lo Scarabeo products so I never had any doubts about this. It's a bit

of an awkward size but there's enough room for me to fit a full size tarot deck along with a folded

altar cloth and a few small crystals. The photos other customers have posted do this pouch justice.

Would recommend, just treat it gently as it is a drawstring which tends to wear out over time.

I am such a fan of these bags! So well made, and inexpensive. I don't like tight bags, these are

roomie. The material is super durable and the inside is lined with a velvet like cloth. I put my Tarot

and a cloth in them comfortably. I like my cards to breath and have some luxury while in transit. Also

great for whatever else you want to store. Many different designs.

I got this bag for my tarot supplies and it's perfect. It's plenty big enough for my cards, casting scarf

and a good size cleansing crystal. The bag is very well made, with sturdy stitching, a nice lining and

beautiful embroidery. The drawstrings stay closed nice and tight, too. I'm very happy with my

purchase!

I don't understand why it smells so bad. I like basically everything else about it, other than the sort of

weird shape and that my cards slide around inside of it. The embroidery is very nice and all. I will

give it a few days, maybe the smell will go away, but it is quite off-putting.UPDATE:The smell went

away, so it's good now.

Very nice Tarot Bag, it is a LOT bigger then I expected and is perfect for the job of carrying my



cards! I like the color very much, it's not too pink at all.
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